
Emanation 2018 

The success of the previous edition Oculus 2k17 inspired team Emanation to come 

back with yet another event Unarmed-2k18. A dedicated team including the college 

management 3 faculty and 38 students worked towards the successes of this event. 

Unarmed 2K18 was divided into two parts     i) Formal Programme 

                                       ii) A technical Programme 

  The day started with lighting a lamp. An inaugural programme which was presided 

by Hon. President of Kammavari Sangham Sri.Y.Ramachandra Naidu had Mr.Shrish 

Krishnamurthy as its chief guest. We were lucky to have Sri. K. Venkatesh Naidu 

Hon.Secretary of Kammavari Sangham , Sri.D.Rukmangada Hon. Tresurer of 

Kammavari Sangham , Dr. K.V.A. Balaji Chief executive officer of K.S. group of 

institution , Dr.T.V. Govindaraju Principal of K.S.I.T. ,Dr. K Rama Narasimha Head 

of mechanical, teaching and non teaching staff of Mechanical engineering K.S.I.T. 

amongst us in this formal gathering. 

 

 

 

   The programme started by a formal welcome to all the dignitaries on stage.The 

student audience from the department of mechanical engineering were addressed by 

all the dignitaries.The topper and second topper from each class were honoured and 

were awarded cash prize.This formal welcome also witnessed the launch of the 

seventh edition of the department newsletter.The formal programme was concluded 

by a formal vote of thanks.  

 



 

The second phase of Unarmed 2K18 included the technical programme which was 

futher divided into 3 Rounds. 

  The first round of the technical event had an entry of upto 480 students. The title of 

the first round was Fabulous Fall and had participants attend a high level of quiz and 

an adventurous game.A total of 50 teams I.e. 100 students were qualified for the 

second round. 

  The second round of the event bearing the name Liquid Lies had the 100 students 

participating in tasks such as riddler,Escape room and connect the pictures, they had 

to use their logical and mathematical knowledge to crack this round. A total of 16 

teams I.e. 32 participants were qualified for the next round 

The third round with the name Innocent innocuous had its 32 participants perform 

tasks such as answering a crossword, the first 6 teams to crack this were given another 

task of arguing against each other in a backdrop of a court.They were given a case 

each and had to argue their case in the presence of two judges.the judged for this 

round were Poff. Praveen Jois and Smt.Anuradha from basic science department.  

The team who performed for awarded winner place and runners up place.The winners 

for Unarmed 2K18 were Nikitha and team , the runners were Bhargav and team both 

from the department of computer science department.The winner and runner up 

recieved a cash prize of INR 4000 and INR2500 respectively. 
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